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A PICTURESQUE BREAK
Gurmeet Singh Randhawa, General Manager, Radisson Hotel, Radisson Golf
Resort Pahalgam explains why the property is a great way to experience the
beauty of Jammu & Kashmir

trekking, river rafting, horse-back ride and many other adventure
sports attracting people worldwide.
Food being a key element of hospitality, the resort is the perfect
hub to club one’s dining experiences with the beauty of nature. It
houses two restaurants. Mumtaz, the all-day diner that serves pure
vegetarian; whereas the aesthetically modeled 1936 is famous for
its multi-cuisine offerings and serves authentic Kashmiri, Mughlai,
Indian and Continental flavors. Deli – Tea Lounge provides the
best tippling experience with its wide range of mocktails and is an
ideal destination to relish a wide range of tea or coffee with various savory bites, confectionery, baked goods, and quick snacks.
Radisson Golf Resort Pahalgam is a staunch endorser of an ecofriendly and sustainable lifestyle. “We understand the importance
of shielding nature from damaging practices. We try our best to
carve a niche among travelers with our green habits like avoiding
plastic usage, encouraging plantation drives and going paperless
for data maintenance,” says Randhawa. The resort also works with
women from the local community. “I call them wonder women and
they are no less than that. There is a sense of progress and they
want to build their skill sets and feel more empowered. I truly admire their determination and hard work,” adds Randhawa.
Post the pandemic, the hotel ensures that the health and
safety of their guests is their topmost priority. Further to this,
the resort is implementing the Radisson Hotels Safety Protocol
program. The in-depth cleanliness and disinfection protocols
were developed in partnership with SGS, the world’s leading
inspection, verification, testing, and certification company, to

As the modern day
traveler seeks beauty,
uniqueness and
most importantly,
peace, the resort
seamlessly offers an
amalgamation of all
of these through its
tranquil aura and
21st-century design.
— Gurmeet Singh
Randhawa, General
Manager, Radisson
Hotel, Radisson
Golf Resort
Pahalgam

ensure guest safety and peace of
mind from check-in to check-out.
The resort aims to offer curated
experiences to each guest and
strives to establish and position the
resort as one of the most coveted
resorts in India, setting new benchmarks in Indian hospitality. “With
challenges come opportunities.
Handling of any challenge requires
proper planning, detailing, and ensuring the right team to handle such
challenges. Ensuring hygiene standards post Covid and continuing to
maintain such standards; retaining
of staff and sourcing locally continue to be on our key agenda,” says
Randhawa.
With more than 20 years of experience in the hospitality sector,
Randhawa aspires to establish a
new benchmark for differentiated
experiences for the guests. And
with the property at Pahalgam being in a pristine locale, it is certain
that his goal for the resort will be a
reality sooner than later. HI

Radisson Golf Resort Pahalgam.

R

adisson Golf Resort Pahalgam, encompasses a complete package for one’s vacation away from the bustle of city life. A picturesque yet homely experience is
what is on offer here and this becomes evident once a
guest steps into this scenic space. The best part is that this resort
has a stunning expanse of a golf course attached which adds to
its scenic charm. With uninterrupted views of mountains, greenery,
and rivers this is one property that ticks all the boxes for a nature
inspired holiday.
The resort beautifully mirrors the Kashmiri culture and elegance.
It exhibits architecture inspired by the sloping birch roofs of Kashmir. “This architectural elegance is featured in the 122 rooms that
showcase a perfect blend of modern design and traditional Kashmiri craftwork. Our restaurants offer a rich array of delicacies inspired by authentic Kashmiri cuisine. The whole scenic aura surrounding the resort lends a Kashmiri feel to the guests checking
in at the resort,” says Gurmeet Singh Randhawa, General Manager,
Radisson Hotel, Radisson Golf Resort Pahalgam.
As the modern day traveler seeks beauty, uniqueness and most
importantly, peace, the resort seamlessly offers an amalgamation
of all of these through its tranquil aura and 21st-century design.
“The elegant and comfortable rooms are spread across nine blocks
with sweeping views of the lush golf course, soaring pines, cedar trees, silent valleys, and mountains. Its outdoor premises have
three sprawling garden areas offering guests a lush green space to
relax and appreciate the breathtaking beauty of mountains, greenery, and rivers. It is situated adjacent to the 18-hole Pahalgam Golf
Course, one of the most prominent golf destinations in Kashmir,”
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Gurmeet Singh Randhawa, General Manager, Radisson Hotel, Radisson Golf Resort Pahalgam
says Randhawa.
The resort offers curated experiences and unparalleled hospitality
to the avid traveler community. Our
team dedicatedly works round the
clock to ensure guests have a comfortable and relaxing stay in Pahalgam. The sprawling hills add to the
experience with recreational activities
like walking and jogging. Pahalgam
as a destination is wholesome, with
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